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STAFF FAVORITES 
Our editors share the wines, spirits, and barware that 

they'll be gifting loved ones this holiday season. 

THE COMFORT FOOD 

OF WINES 

"Some people have comfort 

foods; I've got comfort 

wineries. and Sonoma's 

Hirsch Vineyards falls into 

that category. The 2020 

Hirsch Bohan-Dillon Pinot 

Noir ($45) channels 

summer strawberries and 

cherries long after the 

farmers market has bid 

them goodbye." -OSET 

BABOR-W/NTER, SENIOR 

DRINKS EDITOR, DIGITAL 

By Oset Babur-Winter and Lucy Simon 

WINE&SAKE 

ROSE THAT ISN'T JUST 
FOR SUMMER 

"Of all the wine I've had this 

year. the Forlorn Hope 

Queen of Sierra Rose 

($20) left the most lasting 

impression. It's unfiltered, 

medium-bodied. and a bit 

darker than most roses. My 

friends. who couldn't care 

less about what they're 

drinking, made a point of 

saying how much they were 

enjoying it." -MERLYN MILLER, 

SOCIAL MEDIA EDITOR 

MOST DELIGHTFUL DRINK 

"I was first introduced to the 

adorable Hakutsuru Sake 

Chika Sake Cups ($5) 

during a stroll through the 

wine section at Costco. They 

caught my eye and, to my 

delight. tasted delicious. with 

light hints of sweetness 

from flavors of pear and star 

anise. Any occasion would be 

made better by including 

this cheery little drink." 

-ALEXANDRA DOMRONGCHAI, 

EDITORIAL FELLOW 
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SUPER SINGLE SERVING 

"Chances are I end up with a 

half-full bottle of sparkling 

wine in the fridge around the 

holidays-I almost always fail 

to finish the bottle before the 

wine goes flat. The Une 

Femme Piquette ($66 for 

eight 250-mf. cans), a bright. 

lower-ABV sparkling wine 

from a women-owned and 

-run wine brand. comes in 

eight-packs of cans. Problem 

solved!" -LUCY SIMON, 

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT .,. 

illustratlons by EVAN WESELMANN 
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OUR WINE EDITOR'S TOP 2022 PICKS 

MY BEST WINES OF 20221 That's a funny question, really, because wine is so contextual. That oh-so-impressive grand cru 

Burgundy I sampled at a crowded trade tasting may have been excellent, but the Loire sparkler I drank under the stars 

with friends was definitely more enjoyable, not to mention far more memorable. So for this list, I've stuck to wines that 

spoke to me somehow; ones that actually exist on store shelves; current vintages, not rare older ones; and a lot of values 

as well. I may have been at this wine-writing game a long time, but a great bargain still thrills me to this day. -Ray Isle 

IF IT'S YOUR LAST $20 ... YEAR-ROUND ROSE SO LONG, OLD FRIEND 

2018 Tenuta Sant'Antonio 2021 Tiberio Cerasuolo Thackrey & Co. Pleiades 
Nanfre Valpolicella d'Abruzzo ($25) This XXVIII ($25) Sean 

Superiore ($16) When I sat scarlet-hued wine from Thackrey, one of California's 

in on a tasting to help build Italy's Abruzzo region makes most idiosyncratic, brilliant 

the by-the-glass list at NYC's most roses seem anemic. I winemakers, passed away 

new Saraghina Caffe. I was had it with winemaker this year at age 79. His last 

struck-not for the first Cristiana Tiberio during the Pleiades red blend. from old 

time-by what an absurd course of a fascinating vines throughout parts of 

deal this juicy, dark-fruited interview-not only is the Northern California. is like 
red from one of Italy's top wine great, but the woman he was: unclassifiable and 

Amarone producers is. who makes it is brilliant. too. wonderful. 

RIESLING MAGIC TRICKS NATTY FIZZ UNUSUAL & UNMISSABLE 

2021 Nik Weis Estate 2020 La Grange Tiphaine Kopke 10 Years Old White 
Bottled from Old Vines Nouveau Nez ($25) On a trip Port ($40 for 375 ml.) Yes. 

Riesling ($19) This Riesling to France's Loire Valley this white port! I tasted this 

is only slightly sweet, but its summer, I drank more than gorgeous dessert wine in 
electric citrus flavors fool one glass-hey, it was our office and then took it 
your palate into thinking it hot!-of this lively pet-nat home and drank it over 
isn't. As Nik Weis says, "The from La Grange Tiphaine's several happy evenings. It's 

salinity of the slate soil Damien and Coralie nutty and complex, with 
works like the way salt in a Delecheneau. Guess what? lingering dried citrus flavors. 
margarita plays against the The wine's just as great when And half-bottles make stellar 
Cointreau's sweetness." it's cold outside, too. stocking stuffers. 

LOTTERY WINNERS, SEE BELOW! � 
Charles Heidsieck Champagne Charlie, Cellared in 2017 ($700) I had the great fortune to taste 

this extraordinary Champagne with chef du cave Cyril Brun before its release this fall. Charles 

Heidsieck earned the moniker "Champagne Charlie" in the 1850s, when he set out to sell his wine 
across the U.S. The house created a now-legendary prestige cuvee in 1979 to honor him. and now it 

exists again. A blend of components using reserve wines back to 1998, it's fresh and opulent all at 

once, wildly complex, and utterly delicious. Yes, it costs a fortune. But what else is Powerball for? 

BURGUNDY WITHOUT 
BANKRUPTCY 

2020 Domaine du Cellier 
aux Moines Montagny Les 
Combes Premier Cru ($60) 

OK. no, it's not inexpensive. 

But this premier cru white is 

a bargain for what it offers. I 

had it on a research trip in 

July and was captivated by 

its lovely, floral, complex 

aromas and flavors. 

F&W CLASSIC IN ASPEN 
IN A BOTTLE 

2018 Cornell Estate 
Cabernet Sauvignon ($185) 

This powerful. elegant red 

wowed the audience at the 

"Judgment of Aspen" 

Cabernet tasting I did at this 

year's Food & Wine Classic 

in Aspen. It was the favorite 

of the crowd and also the 

winemakers on my panel. 
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MAKING SPIRITS BRIGHT 
WHEN FRIENDS GET TOGETHER, GOOD THINGS HAPPEN. 

A JOURNEY IN A BOTTLE 

During a social night out in 2016, Emilia 

Fazzalari and four friends-Jeanie Buss 

of the Lakers, Wes Edens of the Bucks, 

Wye Grousbeck of the Celtics, and 

Michael Jordan of the Hornets-found 

themselves inspired to launch a tequila 

brand. But not}ust a tequila brand. 

These basketball greats wanted to 

create the world's finest tequila-

a new gold standard. 

GOING FOR GOLD 

To bring their vision to life, the partners 

teamed up with a family-run distillery in 

Mexico and tried an innovative approach. 

Cincoro Tequila's master blenders source 

both sweet agave from the highlands 

and earthy agave from the lowlands in 

Jalisco, tequila's traditional home. The 

plants are hand-selected and distilled 

separately; then artfully mingled into 

a masterpiece. 

COMPLEX AND SATISFYING FLAVORS 

Each expression of Cincoro Tequila, of 

which there are five, offers a unique 

experience, from the light notes of citrus 

and vanilla in a clear, unaged Blanco to 

the caramel, white chocolate, and spice 

of the Extra Anejo, aged 40 to 44 months. 

Whether you sip tequila neat, on the 

rocks, or the Founder's Way with a 

single rock and orange slice, every 

bottle is made to be appreciated. 

THE TOAST OF THE SEASON 

Tequila may just be the ideal spirit 

for savoring the holiday season. 

With its gorgeous five-sided bottle, 

featuring several precise, 23-degree 

angles, Cincoro Tequila adds a sleek, 

contemporary touch to your home 

bar. It's perfect for mixing cocktails 

like a Cincoro Old Fashioned with 

aromatic bitters or a Cincoro Jalisco 

Cocktail made with vermouth and 

bitters served in a stemmed glass. 

TO FIND THE P ERFECT BOTTLE TO GIVE AS A GIFT OR ENJOY THIS HOLIDAY SEASON, VISIT CIN CORO.COM. 

FESTIVE POURS 

THE BETTER EGGNOG 

··1 thought I was too grown

up for a Baileys-type

beverage. but Five 

Farms Irish Cream ($30) 
proved otherwise. A 

sweet and boozy 

concoction of cream 

(sourced from five family 

farms in County Cork, 

Ireland). Irish whiskey. 

and whatever else. it

tastes like a frothy, 

fabulous milkshake." 

-KAREN SHIMIZU, 

EXECUTIVE EDITOR 

GINGER BEER FOR 

ALL OCCASIONS 

"Spicy and crisp, Ginger 

Lab's ginger beer ($49 
for six 12-oz. bottles, 
drink-ginger/ab.com), 
made in small batches in 

Northern California. 

stands out for its clean 

flavor and sharp yet 

balanced bite. It's perfect 

for sipping straight or 

stirring into festive 

cocktails." -PAIGE 

GRANDJEAN, ASSOCIATE 

FOOD EDITOR 

COZIEST FIRESIDE SIP 

"Cathead Hoodoo 

Chicory Liqueur ($35), a 

vodka and chicory root 

concoction. has become 

a favorite after-dinner 

drink. It has notes of 

caramel and nuts, and 

the sweetness is nicely 

tempered by the 

bitterness of the chicory. 

This is what I'll sip in front 

of the fire this winter." 

-CHANDRA RAM,

ASSOCIATE EDITORIAL 

DIRECTOR 

B 
BEST ALL-PURPOSE MOST MINIMALIST CARAFE OF 

GLASSWARE ICE BUCKET THE YEAR 

E T "Handmade in Florida, "There are plenty of "Beautifully textured 

H 
the Yield Double- wine chillers on the with scattered air 

Wall Glasses ($50 for market. but the bubbles throughout. 

E 2, yielddesign.co) are minimalist Ekobo the Brus Carafe from 

N 
my holiday sipping Wine Bucket ($32, Ferm Living ($49, 
go-to. Their insulated by-ekobo.com) is chic, fermliving.us) is an 

D B sides keep cocktails sustainable, and elegant and sleek 

A 
icy and hot drinks dishwasher safe." vessel for any 

comfortingly warm." -OSET BABOR-WINTER, beverage on the table." 

-LUCY SIMON, SENIOR DRINKS -KELSEY YOUNGMAN, 

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT EDITOR, DIGITAL FOOD EDITOR 

HOLIDAY 

SPIRITS 

GREAT IRISH GIN 

"I've been on a gin kick as of 

late. and the ones coming 

out of Ireland are superb. 

The Drumshanbo 

Gunpowder Irish Gin ($40). 
with its delightfully spicy 

taste, is one I always make 

sure to have on my bar shelf." 

-SEAN FLYNN, SENIOR 

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR 

MOST BEGUILING 

BEVERAGE 

"If anyone has a hookup at 

Ard beg for this year's 

Ardcore Committee 

Release ($100) Scotch, I will 

give you a dog or a limb. Or I 

would do crimes for Ardbeg 

Corryvreckan ($125); it 
reminds me of a bog fire, in 

the best possible way." 

-KAT KINSMAN, EXECUTIVE

FEATURES EDITOR, DIGITAL 

OUT-OF-THIS-WORLD 

BOURBON 

"I was lucky enough to try 

Hirsch's Bourbon, The 

Cask Strength ($199) before 

its official release. Hirsch 

has been going from success 

to success, and this complex. 

Cognac-cask-aged offering 

may be its best yet." -RAY 

ISLE, EXECUTIVE WINE EDITOR 
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